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ABSTRACT
Background: DNA analysis has potential for screening for and diagnosing a variety of conditions as well as the char-
acterization of various pathogens for many purposes including to identify genetic disorders and mutations, study genetic
diversity, and establish evolutional trends.
Methods: Our study compared the performance of 2 DNA extraction kits: Qiagen and prepIT�MAX. The study tested
160 formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) human tissue samples that had been collected at Muhimbili National Hospital
(MNH) between 2010 and 2016. For each sample, DNA extraction was performed using both the Qiagen and prepIT�MAX
kits followed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) tests to target the RNA polymerase gene and gel electrophoresis.
Results: The findings showed that the Qiagen was 3 times superior to the prepIT�MAX kit in successfully extracting myco-
bacterial DNA from presumptive tuberculosis (TB) FFPE tissues. Of the 160 previously Ziehl-Neelsen stain-negative
Mycobacterium tuberculosis suspicious tissue samples, 12 (7.5%) tested positive with the PCR. Of the 12 PCR-detected
positive samples, 8 (66.7%) yielded positive results with the Qiagen kit only and 4 (33.3%) yielded positive results with
both Qiagen and prepIT�MAX kits. Additionally, 10 (83.3%) came from well-formed granuloma, 1 (8%) from caseous
necrosis, and 1 (8.3%) Langhans-type giant cells endorsing their potential for housing infection such as TB adenitis.
Conclusions: A combination of molecular techniques, microscopy, and pathological features increases detection of
M. tuberculosis from FFPE tissues. Both the Qiagen and the prepIT�MAX DNA extraction kits have shown a remarkable
capability for extracting DNA from M. tuberculosis, although examination of FFPE tissues is not an intended use for the
prepIT�MAX, according to the manufacturer. In resource-limited countries, however, these kits may complement each
other. We recommend further studies for validation and optimization, which includes the cost effectiveness of
prepIT�MAX extraction kit to advocate for its use in extraction of mycobacterial DNA from FFPE tissues.

INTRODUCTION

With advances in technology, archived biological
materials have increasingly become important

sources of scientific data. Modern technology can ena-
ble, for example, a detailed investigation and analysis of
preserved tissue samples atmolecular level. As a result, it
is possible to retrospectively and prospectively explore
large numbers of patients and detect and track genetic
changes in infectious agents that occur over time.1,2

Consequently, this method of analysis provides room
for planning appropriate remedies to various disease
conditions.

Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) human
tissues have been suitable specimens as DNA sources.
DNA analysis is simple, extremely sensitive, and uses
small sample amounts (5 to 10 mm sections) for extrac-
tion. This method also allows analysis of DNA from a
large number of archived tissue samples within short
time.3,4 Nevertheless, for a successful outcome, this
approach requires that an appropriate DNA extraction
method is used to produce quality DNA data.5 This is
particularly important when analysing various tissue
samples from different sources and different storage sys-
tems. Archived tissue samples enable analysis of gene
expression6,7 and proteome analysis8,9 even in preserved
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tissues where the collection procedures are largely un-
known. FFPE tissues that have been stored for years can
provide an opportunity to study macromolecules like DNA,
RNA, and proteins for valuable information with no signifi-
cant difference over storage time.10

In extrapulmonary tuberculosis (TB), Mycobacterium tu-
berculosis infects cells in tissues and organs outside the lung.
In latent extrapulmonary TB, infected tissues/organs act as
reservoirs for reactivation of active TB.11 This is particularly
important in zoonotic TB in multispecies host–pathogen
ecosystems where livestock, livestock products, and people
co-exist and, thus, are at high risk of infection.12 In such
situations, an innovative, time-efficient, affordable, and
applicable-to-field-conditions approach is important for dis-
ease surveillance, particularly in low-income countries.

Molecular tools are important for the management, sur-
veillance, and control of diseases. They require appropriate
tissue samples that were preserved in ideal conditions and
suitable DNA extraction evaluation tools. To obtain DNA for
analysis, proper choice of preferential sites where one ismost
likely to get DNA samples may be necessary to achieve
expected outcomes. Detection of M. tuberculosis complex in
FFPE tissue specimens with necrotizing granulomatous
inflammation provides rapid and correct diagnosis on differ-
ent sources of preserved samples collected prospectively. In
so doing, this method offers supplementary opportunity for
TB diagnosis in patients where TB was not initially sus-
pected.13 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) testing has long
been recommended for detection of M. tuberculosis DNA in
FFPE specimens; it offers increased sensitivity and accuracy
crucial for patients with perplexing diagnostic problems asso-
ciated with a granulomatous tissue response14 and unusual
presentation.15 Other studies have recommended use of
PCR when TB is suspected clinically, especially in cases of
chronic inflammation without definite evidence of granu-
lomatous inflammation.16 Heating the tissue under the
influence of variable pH values has been shown to be an
effective protocol for DNA extraction from archived
paraffin-embedded tissues and may contribute in providing
enhanced understanding of changes that occur during
formalin-induced modification of nucleic acids.17 Our study
aimed at using FFPE archived human tissue collected retro-
spectively for diagnosis of M. tuberculosis in presumptive TB
patients. We compared the performance of 2 commercial
kits – Qiagen and prepIT�MAX – to extract DNA from
archived FFPE tissue samples, after which each of the sam-
ples was tested by PCR amplification of the RNA polymerase
(rpoB) gene and detection by gel electrophoresis.

METHODOLOGY

Study Design and Population
This retrospective cross-sectional study involved 160 archi-
ved FFPE samples that had been collected as part of routine
disease management at Muhimbili National Hospital (MNH)

central pathology laboratory from 2010 to 2016. The study
included tissues that were noted to have histopathological
features suggestive of non-specific chronic inflammation
and granulomatous lesions. These samples were tested to
find out whether they originated from presumptive TB cases.
Presumptive TB refers to a patient who presents with symp-
toms or signs suggestive of TB, previously known as a TB sus-
pect. DNA extraction and PCR analysis from selected samples
was done at the Molecular Biology Laboratory, Department
of Biochemistry at Muhimbili University of Health and
Allied Sciences (MUHAS).

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The inclusion criteria involved all reported cases presumed
of non-specific chronic inflammation and granulomatous
lesions as detected by haematoxylin and eosin (H/E) stain-
ing. All reported cases with benign or malignant features
and tissues with normal histological patterns, as detected by
H/E staining, were excluded from the study. Archived types
of tissues initially submitted for evaluation for other granu-
lomatous inflammatory conditions were tested by the Ziehl-
Neelsen (ZN) technique and then DNA extraction by the
2 commercial kits (Qiagen and prepIT�MAX) to establish
potential for extrapulmonary TB. Biopsies of individuals sub-
mitted for histopathological evaluation were selected using
simple random sampling (computer-generated table of ran-
dom numbers) after obtaining patients’ medical records
from the archived files and log books. The sample size was
then adjusted using the finite population correlation factor
to arrive to 160 tissue samples from the calculated 207 sam-
ple size. The obtained number of tissue samples was consid-
ered enough to provide sufficient information to draw useful
conclusions about the compared techniques.

Data Collection and Quality Control
For clinical and social-demographic data, a form was devel-
oped to capture information including age, gender, area of
residence, medical history, HIV status, methods used for
their diagnosis, site of the specimen, and final diagnosis. All
necessary safety requirements for the investigator were
observed during specimen handling. Standard operating
procedures and the good clinical laboratory practices were
strictly adhered to.

Laboratory Analysis
Tissue sections for ZN staining were prepared according to
the site standard protocol. Briefly, the tissue samples were
de-paraffinised twice by immersion in xylene-containing
vessel, each for 3 minutes, followed by 10 dips immersion in
95%, 80%, and 70%ethyl alcohol. Thereafter, the tissue sec-
tions were flooded with carbol fuchsin on the staining rack,
warmed until steam rose (not boiled), and left for 10minutes
to cool. Tissue sections were then washed well in distilled
water and differentiated in 1% acid in 70% alcohol for
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30 seconds. Then, 0.2%methylene bluewas applied as coun-
ter stain for 1 minute. Stained slides were then blotted dry
with Whatman filter paper and, thereafter, transferred to
3 changes of absolute alcohol and cleared in 3 changes of xy-
lene. Finally, stained slides were mounted in distyrene plas-
ticizer xylene (DPX) applied with cover slip.

DNA Extraction Procedures
Extraction of mycobacterial DNA was performed by using
2 different commercial kits, QIAamp DNA FFPE Tissue
Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and prepIT�MAX (DNA
Genotek, Ottawa, Canada). The Qiagen DNA extraction
method was performed according to the manufacturer pro-
tocol while the prepIT�MAX DNA extraction protocol was
modified accordingly to suite extraction of DNA from FFPE
tissue specimen. Modifications included, but were not lim-
ited to, initial processing from de-paraffinisation to when
tissue pellets were obtained before addition of MAX Buffers
for DNA extraction. In brief, excess paraffin was trimmed
off the sample tissue block and 8 tissue sections of 10 lm
thick were cut. One mL xylene was added to the trimmed
sections in a 1.5microcentrifuge tube and then centrifuged at
14,000 rpm for 2 minutes at room temperature. Supernatant
was pipetted out. Onemillilitre (mL) of absolute ethanol was
added to the pellets andmixed by vortexing and later centrif-
ugation at 14,000 rpm for 2 minutes and supernatant pipet-
ted out. Thereafter, the 1.5 microcentrifuge tubes containing
pellets were opened and incubated at 37°C for 10 minutes.

Polymerase Chain Reaction for rpoB Gene
A set of primers – TR8, 50-TGCACGTCGCGGACCTCCA-30

and TR9, 50-TCGCCGCGATCAAGGAGT-30– was used to
amplify the 157 base pairs (bp) segment of M. tuberculosis
complex rpoB gene. In brief, 5 ml of template DNAwas added
to a final volume of 100 ml containing 10 ml of 10x PCR buffer,
6 ml of 1.5 mM MgCl2 (Promega), 8 ml of 10 mM dNTP’s
(SIGMA), 2 ml of 0.5 mM of each primer and 0.4 ml(2U) of
Taq polymerase (Promega). The PCR conditions included
3 stages: initial denaturation at 95°C for 15 minutes (stage
1), followed by 45 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 1 mi-
nute, annealing at 58°C for 1 minute, extension at 72°C
for 1 minute (stage 2), and a final extension at 72°C for
10 minutes (stage 3). PCR was done on a programmable
PTC-100 thermo cycler (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Foster City,
CA, USA). The laboratory M. tuberculosis H37Rv standard
strain was used as a positive control and DNA-free molecular
grade (PCR) water as a negative control.

Gel Electrophoresis
Gel electrophoresis was done at 80V for 2 hours on 1.5%aga-
rose (Promega) in 1x TBE buffer and stained with ethidium
bromide (conc 10 mg/mL) (SIGMA). The PCR amplicons
were sized using 10 Kb-ladder. PCR amplicons were visual-
ized under UV light and images electronically recorded and

stored using a digital mobile phone camera (Samsung
Galaxy S5, SM-G900H). The images were later transferred
to the computer for interpretation. Expected band size of
the target DNA fragment was 157 bp (Figure 1).

Data Management and Statistical Analysis
Data entry, cleaning and analysis was performed using
IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows version 21.0 (IBM Corp.,
Armonk, NY, USA). The data collected included, TB infection
as the dependent variable, and gender, site of biopsy, area
of residence and microscopy histological features as inde-
pendent variables. Descriptive statistics (Pearson x2-test and
Fisher’s exact test) were performed to establish frequencies
and association of factors where p-values less than .05 were
considered statistically significant.

Ethical Consideration
The institutional ethical clearance was obtained from
MUHAS Institutional Review Board (IRB), Ref. No. MU/
PGS/SAEC/Vol. XVI and permission to conduct research
was obtained from MNH. To maintain confidentiality, labo-
ratory and hospital patient identification numbers were
assigned and used instead of names.

RESULTS
Of the 160 archived tissue samples used in this study,
82 (51.2%) were collected from females and 78 (48.8%)
were collected frommales. Themale-to-female ratio of study
subjects was 1 to 1, of whom, 16 (10.0%) subjects were
under 15 years, 106 (66.3%) between 15 and 45 years, and
38 (23.7%) over 45 years (Table 1). The mean age range
was 33.006 16.7 years. Specific body sites from which most
samples were taken include: acetabulum, chest, heel, knee,
perianal, peritoneum, pharynx, pleura, scalp, skin, spine,
mandible, and lymph nodes.

As stated earlier, DNA extraction was performed from
each sample using 2 kits, prepIT�MAX and Qiagen, followed
by PCR using extracts from both kits. With PCR results for
samples extracted using the Qiagen kit, 12 (7.5%) out of
160 samples were found positive for M. tuberculosis, while
4 (33.3%) samples were found PCR positive with the
prepIT�MAX kit. Four (33.3%) out of 12 PCR positive sam-
ples were positive with both kits and 8 (66.7%) PCR positive
samples were detected from the Qiagen kit extraction alone.
The 2 kits were significantly different in DNA extraction
(P<.05) with the Qiagen kit being 3 times superior to the
prepIT�MAX DNA extraction kit (Table 2).

Gel Electrophoresis Results
The PCR amplicons obtained were run in 1.5% agarose gel;
the results for both Qiagen and prepIT�MAXDNA extraction
kits are shown in Figure 1. Comparable gel electrophoresis of
PCR amplicons from DNA samples extracted using the
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Qiagen kit (A) and the prepIT�MAX kit (B) are also shown in
Figure 2. In these figures, the clear difference between the
two test kits is obvious: only 4 samples were extracted using
the prepIT�MAX compared to 12 samples extracted using the
Qiagen kit.

DISCUSSION
This study focused on the evaluation of conventional
versus molecular-based techniques for the identification of
M. tuberculosis in FFPE tissues. No such study had previously
been conducted in Tanzania, hence the proportion of cases

detected based on the technique in the tissue samples is
unclear. The value of archived FFPE tissue samples is in their
ability to enable retrospective and prospective evaluation of
large numbers of samples and track genetic changes over
time in respect of infectious agents and genetic diseases.2

FFPE are suitable specimens that can provide sources of
DNA from even deteriorated samples and can provide valua-
ble information from small amounts of specimens within a

FIGURE 1. PCR Amplicons From Samples Extracted Using Both the Qiagen Kit and prepIT�MAX Kit

Sample numbers s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, and s7 are positive results by the Qiagen kit extracted DNA and sample numbers s8, s9, and s10 are positive results by
the prepIT�MAX kit DNA extraction. The 10Kb DNA ladder is located at the center of the figure. Sample number s1 is a negative result by the Qiagen kit,
while sample numbers s11, s12, and s13 are negative results by the prepIT�MAX DNA extraction kit.

Abbreviations: Nc, negative control; Pc, positive control.

TABLE 1. Distribution of Sampled Subjects By Gender
and Age

Age Group
Male
n (%)

Female
n (%)

Total
n (%)

<15 8 (5.0) 8 (5.0) 16 (10.0)

15 to 45 51 (31.9) 55 (34.4) 106 (66.3)

>45 19 (11.9) 19 (11.9) 38 (23.8)

Total 78 (48.8) 82 (51.3) 160 (100.0)

TABLE 2. Qiagen and prepIT�MAX DNA Extraction
Kits: Results By Proportions After Gel Electrophoresis of
PCR Products*

prepIT�MAX

Qiagen
Negative
n (%)

Positive
n (%)

Total
n (%)

Negative 148 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 148 (100.0)

Positive 8 (66.7) 4 (33.3) 12 (100.0)

Total 156 (97.5) 4 (2.5) 160 (100.0)

*Primers for rpoB gene were used to amplify the DNA target gene.
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short time.3,4 The 160 samples used in this study were col-
lected over a period of 7 years.

Of 160 participants, 106 (66.3%) presumptive TB
patients were 15 to 45 years of age suggesting that a larger
proportion of relatively young to middle-age and active
individuals reported as presumptive TB patients than any
other age group. Similar findings were recently reported in

the Serengeti ecosystem survey.18,19 The present study has
shown that of 12 PCR positive samples, 8 (66.7%) were
collected from patients aged 15 to 45 years. Available evi-
dence reveals TB lymphadenitis to occur relatively early,
after M. tuberculosis primary infection, frequently affecting
young people in endemic countries.20 The female-to-male
ratio of 1 to 1 obtained in this study is indicative of TB

FIGURE 2. Gel Electrophoresis of PCR Amplicons From DNA Samples

Gel electrophoresis of PCR amplicons from DNA samples extracted using Qiagen kit (A). Pc and Nc are positive and negative controls, respectively. Lanes
are marked by samples labeled s1 to s12 showing positive result by using rpoB primers that amplify a 157-bp of DNA. DNA 10kb ladder is located at
each end of the sample lanes. The PCR amplicons from DNA samples extracted using prepIT�MAX kit (B) are also indicated with only 4 samples being
positive. The sample lanes are marked s1, s2, s6, s7, s8, s9, s10, and s11 (negative on gel electrophoresis) and lanes marked s3, s4, s5, and s12
(positive on gel electrophoresis). Amplification used the rpoB primers that amplify a 157-bp region of DNA. Faint bands for positive samples were obtained
for samples s5 and s12.

Abbreviations: Nc, negative control; Pc, positive control; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; rpoB, a portion of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis gene encod-
ing the beta subunit of RNA polymerase.
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infection to be related to exposure rather than gender
(Table 1).

This study obtained samples from different tissue sites.
However, lymph node samples were the most common
(n=127, 79.4%), constituting 10 (83.3%) out of 12 PCR pos-
itive specimens. This was similar to previous reports21 that
used tissue samples from selected sites corresponding to TB
infection. Lymph nodes are primary immune response sites
prior to infection spread, and the first sites to show features
suggestive of extrapulmonary TB. In children, however, the
most serious forms are disseminated TB and TB meningitis.
TB lymphadenitis is the most common form, accounting for
up to 50.0% of extrapulmonary cases in children.22 Thus,
finding a larger proportion of PCR positives in lymph nodes
is not surprising.

The present study has shown superiority of PCR to
detect TB in tissues previously reported as acid-fast bacillus
(AFB) negative by ZN. Of the 160 FFPE tissue specimens
tested, nonewere AFB ZN positive contrary to the previously
reported 61.7%AFB positive.20 Our retrospective study used
laboratory microscopic findings that are generally nonspe-
cific with other conditions, such as sarcoidosis, syphilis, lep-
rosy, Crohn’s disease, rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus
erythematous, and pneumoconiosis, having similar fea-
tures.23 The failure of ZN to detect AFB in FFPE tissue speci-
men could be a result of paucibacillary nature of the tissue
specimen.24,25 Presence of a smaller number of bacteria in
tissue specimens might necessitate future bacterial culture
plans to increase the DNA yield if similar studies are done.
This can help to minimize false negative results that could

be anticipated following direct extraction of mycobacterial
DNA from FFPE tissues.

Twelve (7.5%) out of 160 tissue samples were PCR posi-
tive. Results from this molecular study, which used primers
for rpoB gene segment in mycobacterial DNA, are important
and highlight the superiority of PCR over conventional ZN-
stain method. Similar results were reported in India, in a
study that used insertion sequence IS6110 as a target gene
forM. tuberculosis in tissues.25 Our study used FFPE tissues as
DNA source. Such samples provide high-quality DNA with
reported PCR success rates of 97%.26 In addition, others
have reported that properly preserved and stored paraffin-
embedded specimens can yield high-quality DNA given use
of appropriate methods of extraction.27 Thus, we are confi-
dent that the PCR-positive samples confirmed TB cases in tis-
sue specimens.

From this study, it is worthwhile to note the potential
inability of the ZN stain to detect infection in paucibacillary
tissues,28,29 12 of which were PCR positive after DNA extrac-
tion using the Qiagen kit. The pathological features associ-
ated with such samples included well-formed granuloma
(WFG), caseous necrosis (CN), and Langhans-type giant
cells (LGC) (Table 3), signifying preferential localization
of extrapulmonary TB lesions in these specific sites and
their potential role of histopathology in TB diagnosis. Four
(100%) of prepIT�MAX kit-extracted PCR-positive DNA
samples had all of the main features (WFG, CN, and LGC).
In general, 4 (33.3%) samples were detected by both
Qiagen and prepIT�MAX extracted DNA while 8 (66.7%)
were detected by Qiagen Kit extracted DNA alone. This

TABLE 3. Association Between the Polymerase Chain Reaction and Microscopic Features Diagnosed Using Hematoxylin
and Eosin Staining Technique

PCR Results

Microscopic Features Diagnosed in H/E Staining Technique

TotalWFG PFG CN LGC WFGþCN PFGþCN WFGþCNþLGC WFGþLGC LGCþCN

Qiagen

Positive 1 0 0 1 0 0 10 0 0 12

Negative 2 4 1 5 4 1 121 9 1 148

Total 3 4 1 6 4 1 131 9 1 160

prepIT�MAX

Positive 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 4

Negative 3 4 1 6 4 1 127 9 1 156

Total 3 4 1 6 4 1 131 9 1 160

Abbreviations: CN, caseous necrosis; H/E, hematoxylin and eosin; LGC, Langhans-type giant cells; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; PFG, poorly formed
granuloma; WFG, well-formed granuloma.
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reflects a 3 times superiority of Qiagen kit over the
prepIT�MAX kit. Our findings provide clues of future com-
plementary use of both Qiagen and prepIT�MAX kits in tis-
sue samples to conventional ZN method. The prepIT�MAX
kit has never been used in detection of mycobacterium
DNA in FFPE, thus, the different outcomes might be attrib-
uted to the fact that the kit was not designated for that
purpose.

Two studies previously conducted in India, compared
the conventional diagnostic modalities of BACTEC culture
and PCR test30 and IS6110-based PCR31 for detection of
M. tuberculosis clinical samples of diversified nature and
revealed an association between histological features –

WFG, CN, and LGC (Table 3) – and molecular findings. Our
study revealed a similar likelihood that M. tuberculosis
presence in tissue samples might correlate with non-
specific histopathological features. In endemic areas, diseases
with chronic granulomatous lesions similar to extrapulmo-
nary TB, such as sarcoidosis, syphilis, leprosy, Crohn’s dis-
ease, rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus,
and pneumoconiosis, can be differentiated using molecular
methods23 and, thus, indicate precise medical treatment.

Archived tissue samples are valuable source of biological
material for epidemiologic research of the disease.32 DNA
concentration may influence the sensitivity of PCR as sug-
gested in previous studies,21,33 hence the need for an appro-
priate and optimized method of DNA extraction. Therefore,
the extraction procedure should ensure effective lysis of
mycobacteria and good recovery of the DNA from a complex
mixture of tissue debris with minimal PCR inhibitors.
Combined inhibitory factors that might interfere with MTB
detection in archived samples are inevitable.34 This necessi-
tates for dedicated control of inhibitory factors in order to
suit molecular tools used for diagnosis. While the kits used
in this study might not have the ability and level of quality
for extracting of mycobacterial DNA from FFPE, we are sure
these findings provide insights for valuable use of the kits in
the future. A number of studies have addressed the problem
of initial processing of mycobacterial samples and range from
simple boiling and centrifugation35 to trapping of DNA on
Chelex resin and bead-beating.33 It is important to observe
these useful procedures for quality DNA.

So far, the study has shown a significant difference in per-
formance between the 2 kits with p��.05. The kits compara-
tively differed in performance with reflection of the Qiagen
kit 3 times superior to the prepIT�MAX. Previous studies
clearly indicated a greater power of the Qiagen commercial
kits in extracting genomic DNA with lysis reagents.21,35 The
performance of prepIT�MAX in FFPE tissues is very promis-
ing, given that prepIT�MAXwas used for the first time.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the findings from this study, it is recommended that
in a setting like the Tanzania national referral hospital,

where a majority of tissue specimens are examined and
archived, the PCR technique could be used for diagnosis of
TB. The use of PCRwill increase the detection rate and differ-
entiate extrapulmonary TB from other chronic granuloma-
tous diseases with similar lesions. In this study, a significant
number of TB presumptive patients were found to be missed
prior to the use of a molecular approach on archived tissues
implying that under detection of extrapulmonary TB cases is
not uncommon inAfrican TB diagnostic settings. It is also im-
portant for clinicians to pinpoint exactly the most preferred
specific tissue sites for M. tuberculosis in extrapulmonary TB
cases. We further conclude that protocol optimization for
prepIT�MAX kit is still needed for it to perfectly suit deploy-
ment as a tool for DNA extraction from tissues. Having this
‘dual purpose’ tool will particularly fit well in resource-
limited countries by enabling diagnosis and screening of
TB cases from both sputa and tissues where TB is clini-
cally suspected. This preliminary information provides an
insight and potential for future improvement of the kit
for better results. Nevertheless, there is a great need for
cost effectiveness studies as the technique might be im-
portant, but it is cost driven.
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